
 

 

 

 

 

 

December 4, 2020 

 

 

Governor Jay Inslee 

Office of the Governor 

PO Box 40002 

Olympia, WA 98504-0002 

 

Dear Governor Inslee: 

 

We reach out today urging your support for a 2021-2023 operating budget proposal that addresses the 

significant gap between Medicaid funding and the cost of care in Washington skilled nursing and 

assisted living centers.  This funding is absolutely critical, and an increase in base Medicaid rates 

must be prioritized to shore up access, staffing and care outcomes for aging Washingtonians—those 

who are at the highest risk of contracting and succumbing to COVID-19. 

 

Skilled Nursing Facility Funding 

When the new skilled nursing facility payment system was implemented in 2016, it was flawed from 

the start.  Stakeholders were directed by legislative leaders to devise a payment system that was less 

complex, had fewer exceptions, and established a single rate for care.  Those rates were adjusted 

based on acuity and for regional variations in the labor market so that the rate paid would be relative 

to the labor cost in each geographic area.  The single greatest impediment to developing a payment 

system that would withstand the test of time and support wages and benefits for staff and quality 

outcomes for residents across the four corners of our state was the directive that no new revenue 

could be relied on—the new system had to be budget neutral.  Therefore, the metrics upon which the 

payment system is based cannot, and will not unless funded, support adequate wages and benefits for 

staff, sufficient numbers of staff to meet care needs, and ultimately quality care for aging 

Washingtonians.   

 

For the last four legislative sessions, we have battled to secure annual rebasing with an appropriate 

inflation factor tied to the underlying costs.  We have largely been unsuccessful in achieving even this 

small but necessary change to the payment system.  And while we have been battling for these small 

improvements, we have been left to ignore the commitment made over five years ago—the 

commitment that we would advance and achieve additional funding necessary to increase the rates set 

for direct care and indirect care.  The statutory framework is evidence of this commitment; it clearly 

articulates an expectation that additional funding would be dedicated to increase the median rates.  

Yet this system improvement gets lost in the simple quest for annual updating of rates so we can 

close the gap between costs incurred and rates paid.  The reality is without an investment beyond 

annual rebasing and inflation, the rates will never support the care residents deserve.  

 

Underscoring this basic premise is an estimated $117 million shortfall in funding for calendar year 

2021.  In calendar year 2022, the shortfall is projected to be $108 million following rebasing on July 

1, 2020.   
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Currently a rebase is not scheduled until July 1, 2022, and that is too long to wait. The funding 

shortfall only grows under this scenario. To close a portion of this gap, we must annually rebase 

Medicaid rates and apply a reasonable inflation factor to address cost growth between the base year 

and the rate year. A rebase this year on July 1, 2021, using the 2019 cost base, with a reasonable 

inflation factor, is absolutely essential and the need for this adjustment should be clear to anyone who 

has to pay bills to survive.  Skilled nursing facilities are no different.  DSHS has recommended an 

annual rebase for the past three years, and we hope to see you support this in your operating budget 

proposal. 

 

In addition, and to our earlier point, because an annual rebase with inflation only begins to address a 

basic need in a payment system that has any chance of supporting the cost of caring for residents in 

skilled nursing settings, we must also secure funding to increase the rates in direct care and indirect 

care.  However, understanding the state’s budget outlook, we would forgo an adjustment to the 

indirect care rates in order to focus exclusively on improving staffing—the direct care rates. The vast 

majority of direct care costs are staff related—wages and benefits for nurses, certified nursing 

assistants, dietary, housekeeping, laundry and other care related costs.  These costs grow faster than 

the inflation factor used to adjust costs.  Additionally, these staff have been at the front lines of 

battling COVID-19, are exhausted and have worked under extremely hostile conditions placing their 

health and the health of their families at risk in service to others.  Given the chronic and long-standing 

underfunding, wages and benefits are not reflective of the heroic work these individuals have always 

done and particularly throughout this pandemic.  Without meaningful increases in direct care funding, 

we cannot afford to pay direct care staff their worth, and they deserve nothing less. Currently, our 

analysis of facility costs shows a 6.7 percent increase in direct care costs from 2019 to 2020. Indirect 

care costs have increased 3.7 percent for the same period, while census has decreased by 10 percent. 

Our detailed analysis of increased facility costs projects an overall cost-to-rate shortfall of $108 

million for 2020.  Without meaningful increases in direct care funding, we are very concerned that 
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many will leave long term care and find work elsewhere where they are rewarded for the risk and 

intensive work they are asked to perform.    

 

Skilled nursing facilities need immediate funding relief, and it must be funding they can rely on year 

after year.  Rebase and inflation will cost $17.2 million GF-S and setting the price at 105 percent of 

the direct care median will cost an additional $31.4 million GF-S.  The total need for the biennium is 

$48.6 million GF-S.  Please commit your support for this funding. 

 

Assisted Living Medicaid Funding 

The current Medicaid funding methodology for assisted living is funded at less than 60 percent of the 

data-driven model passed by the Legislature. During the last biennial budget period, only half of the 

Medicaid caseload in assisted living centers was subject to a modest rate increase. There was no such 

modest increase for over 3,000 clients. As the result, the caseload of Medicaid clients is declining, 

and Washingtonians simply do not have access to Medicaid-funded assisted living care. We ask that 

you address this problem by providing an across-the-board 2.5 percent vendor rate increase for 

assisted living in both years of the biennium. Additionally, we ask that you urge DSHS to work with 

stakeholders on a plan to implement the rates methodology adopted by the Legislature. 

 

The total state portion of this request is $6.3 million GF-S for the budget period. 

 

Finally, while the Legislature approved a $1.4 million annual expenditure for the Specialized 

Dementia Program in assisted living centers, you vetoed that funding. We respectfully ask that the 

funding be provided in the 2021-2023 operating budget to ensure that rates remain adequate to serve 

this population. 

 

For assisted living, total funding request is for $9.3 million GF-S. 

  

Thank you in advance for your work to ensure Washingtonians have access to quality long term care 

services in the setting of choice. The burgeoning age wave will demand a robust long term care 

system. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
 

Deb Murphy, MPA, JD 

Chief Executive Officer 

LeadingAge Washington 

  

 

 

 

Robin Dale, JD 

Chief Executive Officer 

Washington Health Care Association 

 

 

 


